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About The Honorees
This year, History Fort Lauderdale celebrates the 60th Anniversary of the establishment of its predecessor, the Fort Lauderdale
Historical Society, and honors Ted Drum and his extended family for the significant contributions they have made to Fort
Lauderdale for over 70 years. The family’s contributions to the development of Fort Lauderdale, which run the gamut from political
accomplishments to significant and lasting impacts on the marine, hospitality, and real estate industries are unparalleled and
almost too numerous to document. However, we have an entire evening planned to try and tell their story by allowing those who
know them best to bring their history to life.
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April 2015 when Ted married Kathy
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and their shared love of boating and
travel.
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New River Inn circa 1907
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Hoch Heritage Center

About History Fort Lauderdale
History Fort Lauderdale, originally known as the Fort Lauderdale Historical Society, was established
by a group of forward-thinking community leaders in 1960 who set about collecting stories
from pioneer families and preserving artifacts, news articles, countless books, documents, and
photographs that have become the foundation of the History Fort Lauderdale collection. History
Fort Lauderdale’s mission to provide a resource for education about the city’s history is not passive
in nature; it uses its collections to bring awareness to the community through multiple exhibits,
including Pioneer Women of South Florida, Forgotten Floridians, African Americans in the Sunshine
State, Gators, and Gardenias: The Flora and Fauna of South Florida, Patchwork & Palmettos: SeminoleMiccosukee Folk Art and, most recently, I Am what I Am, a tribute to South Florida’s Drag pioneers.
History Fort Lauderdale receives thousands of visitors each year to its campus on the New River,
which includes the main History Museum, housed in the 1905 New River Inn, the 1907 Pioneer
House Museum, and the Hoch Research Library. Through events such as our annual History Makers
celebration, History Fort Lauderdale honors pioneering members of our community and exposes
the city’s history to new audiences.
As we celebrate our 60th Anniversary, we realize we could not have selected more deserving
honorees. Not only are the Drum, Clark, and Cox families pioneers who established lasting
restaurant and real estate businesses in Fort Lauderdale, but a marina that attracts and supports
yachting aficionados from around the world. They serve as a bridge from last year’s honorees, the
Denison Family and the Marine Industry Association of South Florida as we continue with plans for
the establishment of a new state-of-the-art museum that will house the existing collections and
provide for a permanent wing dedicated to the contributions of the marine industry in making Fort
Lauderdale the Yachting Capital of the World.
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PRESENTING SPONSOR

$25,000

Your support is the cornerstone of the 2022 History Makers Celebration honoring Ted Drum and the Drum, Clark, and Cox
Families, alongside 60 years of storytelling with History Fort Lauderdale’s Diamond Jubilee. Benefits include:
Presenting Sponsor will be referred to on all event materials and promotions as History Fort Lauderdale’s History Makers
2022 event honoring Ted Drum and the Drum, Clark, and Cox Families & 60 Years of History Fort Lauderdale, presented by
[your Company Name here].
Presenting Sponsor will be listed for one year as Exhibit Sponsor on the exhibit of your choice in History Fort Lauderdale’s
main museum, presented by [your Company Name here].
Presenting Sponsors will be featured speakers at the event on November 10, 2022.

AD D I T I ONAL B E N E F I TS:

•

Company logo inclusion as presenting sponsor on

•

Specific Presenting Sponsor highlights in key pre-,

invitation, web/media platforms, press materials and

during- and post-event social media promotion and

event signage.					

stewardship communications relating to History Fort

•

Recognition during event program.		

•

Fifteen (15) event tickets - VIP seating area for your
guests included

Lauderdale’s History Makers 2022 event

•

Yearlong recognition on the History Fort Lauderdale
website
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PLATINUM SPONSORS

$10,000

Platinum Sponsors’ generous support helps us create an unforgettable celebration raising important funding for History
Fort Lauderdale. You will receive premium recognition on all event materials and promotions of History Fort Lauderdale’s
History Makers 2022 honoring Ted Drum and the Drum, Clark, and Cox Families & 60 Years of History Fort Lauderdale.
Benefits include:

BENEFI TS I NC LUD E:

•

Company logo inclusion as platinum-level sponsor on

•

Specific Premium Sponsor highlights in key pre-,

invitation, web/media platforms, and press materials

during- and post-event social media promotion and

and event signage.

stewardship communications relating to History Fort

•

Recognition during event program/presentation

•

Eight (8) VIP event tickets

Lauderdale’s History Makers 2022 event

•

Yearlong recognition on the History Fort Lauderdale
website

VISIONARY SPONSORS

$5,000

Our visionary sponsors help us bring to life our celebration supporting our mission to preserve and share our history for
present and future generations to come.

BENEFI TS I NC LUD E:

•

Company logo inclusion as sponsor on invitation, web/
media platforms and press materials, and event signage

•

Six (6) event tickets

•

Sponsor mentions in key pre-, during- and postevent social media promotion and stewardship
communications relating to History Fort Lauderdale’s
History Makers 2022 event
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TRAILBLAZING SPONSORS

$2,500

Trailblazing Sponsors’ generous support helps us keep our history alive.

BENEFI TS I NC LUD E:

•

Company logo inclusion as sponsor on invitation, web/
media platforms and press materials, and event signage

•

•

Sponsor mentions in key pre-, during- and postevent social media promotion and stewardship
communications relating to History Fort Lauderdale’s

Four (4) event tickets

History Makers 2022 event.

FRIENDS OF SPONSORS

$1,000

Help support History Fort Lauderdale’s mission and receive recognition as a friend-level sponsor of History Fort
Lauderdale’s History Makers 2022 event honoring Ted Drum and the Drum, Clark, and Cox Families & 60 Years of History
Fort Lauderdale.

BENEFI TS I NC LUD E:

•

Two (2) event tickets

•

Name/Company recognition on event signage night of
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Thank you for joining the History Makers Celebration
honoring Ted Drum and the Drum, Clark and Cox
Families & 60 Years of History Fort Lauderdale!

For more information on this event or to confirm
your sponsorship, please contact

Patricia Zeiler
Executive Director, History Fort Lauderdale
pzeiler@flh c .org

